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From the Desk of the Director-General
It has, as is clearly usual within the SKA, been a busy time since the publication of the previous bulletin. The
principle work on which SKA Office staff have been focused has been the System Review, which Alistair
McPherson discusses below, the 20th meeting of the SKA Board and the 3rd meeting of the inter-governmental
(IGO) negotiating body. The preparation for these meetings is intense, but no less so is dealing with all of the
action items that follow on.
The Board meeting was hosted in Pune, India by our colleagues at the National Centre for Radio Astrophysics
(NCRA). The well-organised meeting focused on a range of issues, a significant fraction of which were of
immediate relevance to the subsequent IGO meeting. The usual Board outcomes note will be published shortly.
The IGO negotiation meeting, ably chaired by Minister Enrico Vicenti of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
was, like the first two meetings, a very positive event. Significant progress was made on dealing with unresolved
issues within the text of the Convention itself and the two key protocols: the financial protocol and the privileges
and immunities. There is still work to be done, primarily around procurement and intellectual property rights; it is
hoped that good progress will be made at a face-to-face meeting of that working group at SKA HQ in June.
Towards the end of March, I was very pleased to host a visit from Dr Phillipp Lensgfeld, a Member of the
German Bundestag (parliament), and several senior representatives of German industry. I was able to provide a
briefing on the current status of design and policy work for the SKA; in turn, Dr Lengsfeld informed us of the work
being done in Germany to support the passage of the proposal, led by Prof Michael Kramer, through the process
defining a national scientific infrastructure roadmap. I look forward to a successful outcome from that process.
On other matters within Europe, on 10th March the European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures,
currently chaired by Prof John Womersley, published its 2016 Roadmap. I’m very pleased to say that SKA
features very highly. It has been granted Landmark status, which is a recognition by ESFRI of the maturity of the
project.
Finally, I hope you are all aware that the Parkes Observatory has been granted SKA Pathfinder status. This
status has been awarded based on the work done at Parkes in developing and testing new-generation receivers,
both phased-array feeds and wideband single-pixel feeds. With this status, SKAO has a formal route for keeping
track on the technical developments at Parkes and learning lessons from that work.
Philip Diamond
SKAO Director- General
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Project
By Alistair McPherson, Head of Project
The past two months have seen the project progress in a variety of ways. In short, we have been supporting a
Systems Review, a Board Meeting and a meeting of the IGO, as well as supporting the activities within the
Consortia and the Telescope Teams.
The Systems Review raised some issues which need attention. At the time of writing, we are still awaiting the
written report, but have received a clear ‘Out Brief’ from the panel chair. Summarising the report, the main areas
of action required are:
• Complete Level 1 Requirements and traceability to Level 0 and Level 2 and include Operational and
Calibration Requirements
• Complete and release all technical budgets
• Complete all Interface Control Documents
• Science agreement of L1 Requirements
• Project Management Schedule to get to CDR
• Progress all outstanding PDR actions before progressing CDR work.
• Critical review of Construction and Operations Costings
From the above list, most of which is in progress, you will see that there is a great deal of activity ongoing, as
well as a great deal of liaison with the consortia to answer the questions posed. This will inevitably lead to a
change in priorities within the office as we focus on preparing for the Systems PDR once all element PDRs are
complete and the preparation achieved.
I would like to thank the Systems Review panel, who came from across the globe, as well as the consortia, who
all put a great deal of effort into supporting the preparation before and during the discussion at the review.
The Board meeting went well and, other than the costs and risk papers being discussed in detail, the main area
of development was the Construction Strategy which was accepted and we are now progressing towards
generating a Construction Plan. In addition, the Engineering Report covered the highs and the lows on progress
and the office has been tasked with progressing some specific areas.
In addition, the concepts of SKA Development Centres (SDC) and Integration and Test Facilities (ITF) were
discussed. In short the SDCs will act as the centre of intelligence for the products and will be used to support the
Office in procurement. The SDCs are the existing institutes and organisations expert in radio astronomy. The
ITFs will act as facilities where initially designs can be confirmed and in future integration testing can be realised.
A further more detailed paper on their definition is now being prepared for the July Board meeting.
The main outcome of the IGO discussions on the Programme was the requirement to distribute the Cost Book
and receive initial expressions of interest from the Members. This will help us all continue the development of the
Procurement Strategy and Procedures within the IGO discussions.
On the recruitment side, we welcome Nick Rees as the new Head of Software and Computing. His experience at
the Joint Astronomy Centre and the Diamond Synchrotron will be a great asset. In addition, we have made offers
for both the Dish and the Interferometry Specialists. Hopefully we will confirm these individuals soon.
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Project Management
by Andrea Casson, Head of Project Management
In addition to running the usual tracking, reporting, issue resolution and risk management processes, and
providing input to the reviews and meetings listed in the above section, the project management team within the
Office and consortia has been busy closing delta PDR actions, or in the case of the SDP Consortium, preparing
for PDR; reviewing the schedule up to CDR; working on cost reductions ready for the next cost updates due on
3rd June; and refining the Construction Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and work package descriptions to
support the IGO negotiation process. The Cost Book is driven from the WBS and a draft version of this has been
distributed in order to seek initial, non-binding, expressions of interest from Member governments. The output of
this exercise, together with the updated cost estimates, will feed the IGO working group meetings scheduled for
June.

Mission Assurance
by Tim Stevenson, Head of Mission Assurance
The Office has established an Office for Mission Assurance in common with organisations and agencies that
develop and operate advanced facilities under challenging circumstances.
Mission Assurance is a dedicated activity to maximise the probability of mission success through the application
of disciplines tailored to the needs and the environment of the project. The mission of the current SKA
organisation is to design and construct an Observatory that is an affordable, world class astronomy research
facility that upholds the highest standards of global and local community responsibility and accountability. It
follows therefore that disciplines, such as quality assurance, rational design, adherence to global standards,
careful verification etc are applicable to the SKA. Furthermore, there are specific issues and topics which require
special attention such as the meshing of the SKA-1 and MeerKAT programmes, and design for industrialisation,
which benefit from special effort to place on a ‘routine’ engineering footing.
It is the role of the Mission Assurance office to provide that effort, both in identifying the critical topics and
advising on the immediate approach to them. This prevents the Project Engineering group from being distracted
from their principal responsibility of delivery.
Mission Assurance at the SKA Office is in development, and shortly there will be more to report on the activity.

Project Engineering
by Luca Stringhetti, SKA Project Engineer
During the last two months the Project Engineering Office was internally reorganised in parallel with the Mission
Assurance Office. The focus of the PEs is orientated mainly in three topics that are sensibly connected. The first
one is to review the Level 1 requirement set. Basically all PDRs for all the elements have been completed, or
soon will be, and this gives the opportunity to work on the level 1 Req set in order to check its completeness and
consistency at system level. The L1 requirements will be checked also against the second topic which is the
system budget and allocation process that is on-going in close collaboration with the Architect group. The PEs
are working not only on the performance budgets but also on the resource budget. Indeed, a new revised power
budget is about to be delivered. The final topic is related to the completion of the Functional Analysis work. The
PEs are working to deliver a consistent analysis between the two telescopes. The approach followed will provide
a discussed and shared functional analysis of both telescopes before the northern summer.
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Architecture
by Peter Dewdney, SKA Architect
In recent months a great deal of work has gone into requirements for dish motion, pointing behaviour and
control. Decisions in this area will constrain the overall performance of SKA1-mid for its entire lifetime. As a
result of a series of meetings with the designers, consortium system-engineers and SKAO domain specialists,
many of the key performance requirements have been agreed, especially the pointing error. Designers from MT
Mechatronics have provided crucial support in exposing their design to the SKAO and working up quite detailed
error models for the response of the dish to changes in environmental conditions. An important aspect of the
error analysis is understanding how the actual errors are to be mathematically combined; this will form a useful
example for error analysis in other sub-systems. Not all is complete; on-going work is now to formally encode
this in requirements form.
A second major activity is finalizing the array configuration of SKA1-low. The third in a series of ‘calibration
consultation’ meetings was held in late Feb, which discussed a ‘strawman’ configuration (‘V4D’). As a result of
that meeting and some subsequent work, including simulations at Oxford, a new version has emerged. This
version is a cost-constrained variation with the following characteristics: a total of 512 35-45 m stations, 224 of
which are placed randomly to almost fill a core of ~1 km diameter, with three spiral arms containing clusters of 6
stations each, randomly placed in each cluster. As before, the maximum baseline is 65 km. An end-to-end
impact analysis of this configuration is under way, which includes supporting a large number of ‘virtual
substations’, again under conditions of overall cost constrained to approximately to present values.
Documentation to provide details will be circulated before it is adopted.
SKA1-mid Telescope Team (TT-mid):
TT-mid has a list of outstanding issues, each of which is devolved to Resolution Teams (RT), whose job it is to
report back with analysis and suggestions for solutions. There are now three reports emanating from this
process:
Noise Injection: Switched noise injection for calibrating amplitudes has the potential for interfering with
pulsar observations, particularly during concurrent observations. The RT has exhaustively researched
many forms of noise injection and has suggested a pseudo-random series that would not create this
problem.
• Clock Offset: This concerns the feasibility and applicability of a scheme for mitigating spurious correlated
signals by slightly off-setting the frequency of sampling clocks. The RT has delivered a detailed analysis
of feasibility of design and implementation. This report covers what the RT was supposed to deliver, and
will enable a final decision on whether it should be implemented to be made.
• RFI Characterisation: A new survey of RFI has been carried out that covers representative parts of the
entire SKA1-mid site for Bands 1 and 2, not just the central part as previous surveys have done. Their
report will be a critical component of finally setting requirements for signal chain linearity.
TT-mid is carrying out a survey using a questionnaire as part of a 6-month progress assessment that was agreed
when the TT system was set up.
•

SKA1-low Telescope Team (TT-low):
TT-low operates in approximately the same way as TT-mid. However, here it is slightly more difficult to break
things down into RT-sized pieces – thus the issues tend to be broader. This is likely to change once the SKA1low configuration is finalized, and the flow-down is known.
•
•
•

Configuration: this is covered above.
Error Analysis: A number of categories of errors have been identified, and these are being organized and
analysis for impact on system performance.
Cost Reduction: Work is on-going to look for ways of reducing cost without significantly impacting
performance.
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Operations Planning
by Gary Davis, Director of Operations Planning
The primary focus of the Operations Planning group since its inception last year has been to define a set of
additional design requirements from the perspective of observatory operations. The proposed requirements are
defined in the Operational Concept Document (OCD), revision 1 of which was issued in February following
extensive consultation with the consortia. I am pleased to report that we successfully passed the Operations
Concept Review, based almost exclusively on the OCD, during March/April. The panel’s report will be distributed
to the Consortium Leaders shortly. The next steps in this process are (a) revision of the OCD to incorporate the
panel’s observations, and (b) an ECP to have the new requirements ingested into the Level-1 System
Requirements. These are both in progress at the time of writing.
Based on input received from the consortia at the end of January, I presented the first bottom-up estimate of the
SKA operations budget to the Board in April. Excluding SDP, HQ costs and the SKA Observatory Development
Programme, the budget for steady-state operations was estimated at €55M/yr. We have undertaken to provide
revised capex and opex estimates to each Board meeting, and with this in mind we issued new estimation guidance
to the consortia early May for the next submission deadline on 3rd June. The treaty negotiation process described
elsewhere in this Bulletin has emphasised the urgent requirement for an accurate opex estimate and all consortia
are asked to take heed.
The Data Flow Advisory Panel met at the SKA Office on 3/4 March, and its report, containing 9 recommendations,
was submitted to the Board shortly thereafter. The Board specifically approved two actions: first, that the provision
of the computational resources essential for the full exploitation of SKA data should be funded regionally rather
than centrally; and second, that the Office set up a SKA Regional Centre Coordination Group (SRCCG) to take
this work forward. Implementation of this outcome is in progress at the time of writing.

Science
by Robert Braun, SKA Science Director
This time round there has been minimal news on the science front, however the wheels are always in motion.
The planning for the Science Meeting and KSP workshops in Goa, India, have been progressing well, with the
organising committee looking to release details concerning the conference and pre-registration in the next week
or two.
Rounding off from the SKA discussions of the SKA1-low configuration, this has reached an advanced draft stage
and so its summary will be shortly available, ready for review for the most recent consultation workshop for the
low configuration.
For the rest of the science team:
Tyler Bourke in March attended a seminar on SKA Science at the Radio Division of Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics. In April he was also invited to talk at OzSKA Workshop in Perth (Australia SKA Science
Workshop) on SKA Science (also attended Australia-China Workshop on Astrophysics (ACAMAR) in Perth).
Finally, in the later part of April he attended the WBSPF CoDR and f2f in Beijing, China.
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Policy Development
by Simon Berry, SKA Director of Policy Development
Since the last bulletin in early March, the policy team has been busy with several meetings and travel. Just after
penning the last update, we travelled to Beijing for a week of meetings hosted by our colleagues at the Ministry of
Science and Technology (MOST) and the National Astronomical Observatory of China (NAOC). We began with
a two-day meeting of the Procurement and IPR Working Group; a body formed of representatives of all the
negotiating parties working towards the future SKA intergovernmental organisation. The working group is
tackling the challenging issue of how to organise procurement for construction, balancing the needs of the project
(managing risk, cost etc) against the requirements of the contributing governments (who want to ensure an
appropriate return for their investment and the ability to develop industrial interests in their own countries). In
parallel, the way that the future IGO will handle intellectual property is going to be critical to the way SKA1 will be
constructed, and in the bigger picture, the rationale for governments investing in the project. Many readers will
know that the work on the basic concepts has been underway for some time; it is now converging well, bringing
together the parallel tracks of engineering and policy work.
The second event in Beijing was a face-to-face meeting of StratCom. Here, members considered a range of
policy matters, preparing guidance and advice to the Board for its meeting in April in Pune. In addition to
considering a more coherent and enhanced approach to industry engagement, StratCom has begun the process
of thinking about how the transition from the current SKA Organisation to the future IGO will take place. To do
this, it needs to consider the various legal, administrative and financial issues that will arise, and in particular how
the policy and engineering schedules fit together over the coming months and years. Work on these issues will
ramp up through 2016.
Much of the recent work was in support of the third IGO negotiation meeting in Rome in mid-April. This was a
busy week, with three days of the plenary negotiations and supporting working group meetings. Good progress
continues to be made, and momentum will remain high to a further week of preparatory meetings in June and
then a planned further negotiation meeting in September.

SKA Board Matters and Administration
by Colin Greenwood, SKA Head of Administration and Legal
SKA Governance
On 1 April 2016, Prof Michael Garrett stepped down as the Netherland’s Science Representative (Board) and
was replaced in this role by Dr Marco de Vos (ASTRON). Prof. Garrett also stepped down as Science Director
Representative on the Board’s Executive Committee and his replacement in this role, Prof. Bryan Gaensler, has
been appointed by the SKA Board.
The 20th meeting of the SKA Board of Directors was held in Pune, India on 4-6 April 2016. At this meeting, the
SKA Board approved a number of recommendations put forward by the Data Flow Advisory Panel (DFAP), an
advisory panel to study the problems of data curation and data delivery to end users. For example, the SKA
Board agreed to carefully consider the top-level choice between central and regional provision of critical
functions. It also approved the DFAP recommendation that, if the SKA Board confirms the regional option, it
should then endorse the proposed strategy of a collaborative network of SKA Regional Centres (SRCs) to
provide the essential functions that are not presently provided within the scope of the SKA1 project. In addition,
the SKA Board approved the recommendation that it should consider the wider implications of the regional
funding model, including whether the provision of SKA Regional Centres should be recognised in some form,
and whether any of the costs associated with the network of SRCs should be funded from the Observatory
Operations budget.
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Other outcomes from this SKA Board meeting included approval of the appointment of Mazars as internal
auditors to SKA Organisation, the text of a technical annex to the SKA Observatory Convention (currently under
negotiation to establish SKA as an Inter-Governmental Organisation) and a programme for the engagement of
SKA Organisation in the international spectrum management environment for the next 3-4 years.
On the third and final day of the meeting, our Indian hosts arranged a Science Workshop for the Board which
provided an opportunity for interaction between the Board and representatives from the Indian Science
Community.
SKA HQ
It is expected that SKA Office’s endorsement the RIBA Stage 2 (Concept Design) Report for the permanent SKA
HQ at Jodrell Bank will be provided in the first week of May 2016, in conjunction with formal sign-off of this Stage
by The University of Manchester. This report includes outline proposals for structural design, building services
systems, outline specifications and preliminary cost information along with relevant project strategies in
accordance with the design programme. This £16.5M project remains on target for completion by 2017Q4.

Artist’s impression of the future expansion of the SKA Headquarters
Staff
Kath Brown started work on 18 April 2016 as Reception on a fixed term contract to mid-July.
Interviews have recently taken place for the roles of Project Scientist, Domain Engineer (Interferometry) and
Domain Engineer (RF/Dishes); job offers have been made for all three posts. Recent recruitment activity has
also included advertising for the posts of Head of Procurement and Graduate Support Engineer; short-listing of
candidates is currently underway.
Equality & Diversity
An Equality & Diversity Working Group has been formed within SKA Organisation, comprising of staff from
different areas of the company. This working group is charged with reviewing and monitoring SKA
Organisation’s recruitment, HR and management activities to ensure that the principles of fairness and equality
of opportunity are followed at all times. It will look to improve opportunities for talented female scientists and
engineers to contribute to the work of SKA Organisation. This working group will report to the SKA Board on a
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regular basis.
SKA Organisation is a member of the Athena SWAN network, a national UK scheme which recognises a
commitment to supporting and advancing women's careers in science, technology, engineering, maths and
medicine in higher education and research. The Equality & Diversity Working Group is working towards an
Athena Swan Bronze Award.
Code of Conduct
SKA Organisation’s code of conduct for staff has been updated to include provisions governing employee
behaviour in project events and conferences. In addition, a code of conduct for SKA Organisation-sponsored
and/or -organised events has also been created and participants at these events will be asked to confirm
acceptance of this code of conduct when for the event.

Communications and Outreach
by William Garnier, SKA Communications and Outreach Manager
Communications Strategy
The highlight of March-April as far as SKA Communications is concerned is the approval by the SKA Board of
the updated Project’s global Communications Strategy for the period until an IGO is formed. This Strategy aims
at embedding communications and communications teams at the core of SKA activities. Such strategy is aligned
to the strategic requirements of the SKA in its current phase of development and involves all SKA stakeholders.
Three key objectives have been defined: 1) Maintain member countries’ confidence and engagement in the
project; 2) Engage and generate the conditions to attract new member countries and non-traditional funding
sources; 3) Ensure that the SKA public profile continues to grow. A number of key actions and collective
activities have been identified to deliver that strategy and the communications teams at SKAO and around the
world are now busy implementing these. Concrete examples will be provided in future issues of this bulletin,
allowing to measure and assess the success of that strategy.
2015 Communications Implementation Plan Report
As usual at the beginning of each year, we also presented to the Board the report of the previous year’s
communications and outreach implementation plan. The assessment of 2015 is extremely positive and a
significant number of achievements can be highlighted. In particular, the public profile and recognition of the
project has grown significantly over the last few years, and communications teams have played a critical role in
this effort; new promotional material has been developed and distributed to relevant audiences; SKA is well
represented at major conferences around the world (science, engineering, science policy); the international
media coverage has grown steadily; and compared to 2014 our online presence has grown :
- +23% visitors on the SKA website
- +15% news stories mentioning the SKA
- +10% Facebook followers
- +36% Twitter followers
- +40% Google+ followers
- +50% Youtube followers
- +60% LinkedIn followers
This is very satisfactory and we’ll continue maintain high standards in our communications activities and will
strive to further improve collaboration with partners around the globe to maximise the reach and impact of these
activities.
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Public Engagement
Science Extravaganza – Trafford Centre
The SKA comms team with staff from SKAO attended an outreach event at the Trafford shopping Centre in
Manchester, which sees around 70,000 shoppers every weekend. During the weekend of April, 23-24th, there
was a science theme throughout, aptly named “Science Extravaganza”. The SKA team, together with Jodrell
Bank Observatory and the University of Manchester, manned the Astronomy and Space Science section at the
Trafford Centre. There was a range of activities on hand, from the interactive SKA model to a virtual reality
headset that offered a tour of the universe at different wavelengths. Throughout both days there was an
extremely positive reception from the public, most of whom had heard of the SKA. Below is a selection of some
of the highlights from the event. Many thanks to all our staff who volunteered!
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Material/Publications
The SKA comms team is working on a new exciting
promotional video of the SKA. This will be a 3min
trailer featuring high quality interviews with a variety
of SKA staff and footage of ongoing design work
and of the SKA sites. We are working closely with
the various SKA communications teams to deliver
this. It will be shown for the first time in the opening
ceremony of the ESOF conference in July in
Manchester in front of a global audience and
distributed widely across the partnership for all to
use until the next phase of the project so stay tuned!

Selection of SKA in the News
We’ve read the news for you and are happy to provide this selection of media articles relevant for the SKA. Note
that the appearance of articles in this section is not synonymous of endorsement by SKA Organisation.
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Complementarity of a number of facilities –including the SKA- in the hunt for Gravitational
Waves: https://www.insidescience.org/content/some-einsteins-space-time-ripples-have-yet-break-theirsilence/3811
Goostrey pupils star in CBBC Newsround about SKA filmed at Jodrell Bank skipping with pupils from
Carnarvon in South
Africa: http://www.knutsfordguardian.co.uk/news/14327783.Goostrey_pupils_star_in_CBBC_Newsround_fil
med_at_Jodrell_Bank/
Pawsey supercomputer centre propels science down under: http://insidehpc.com/2016/03/pawsey-centre/
MeerKAT and SKA astronomy projects making good
progress: http://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/minister-reports-good-progress-on-meerkat-and-skaastronomy-projects-2016-04-29
SETI and the SKA: http://www.wowsignalpodcast.com/2015/03/s2-ep-12-seti-at-ska.html
Groundbreaking black hole research using SKA pathfinders:
http://www.astronomy.com/news/2016/04/black-holes-mysteriously-align
Charity run by SKAO staff
http://www.knutsfordguardian.co.uk/news/14432182.Jodrell_Bank_s_Square_Kilometre_Array_team_to_ru
n_Great_Manchester_Run/

Connect with us
For any enquiries, requests or feedback please write to ska-outreach@skatelescope.org
You can also find the SKA Organisation on Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and YouTube.
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